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On The Prowl
I'll Be Slaying You
"The Night Operator" by Frank L. Packard. Published by Good Press. Good Press
publishes a wide range of titles that encompasses every genre. From well-known
classics & literary fiction and non-fiction to forgotten−or yet undiscovered
gems−of world literature, we issue the books that need to be read. Each Good
Press edition has been meticulously edited and formatted to boost readability for
all e-readers and devices. Our goal is to produce eBooks that are user-friendly and
accessible to everyone in a high-quality digital format.

Night Shadows
New York Times and USA Today best-selling author Cynthia Eden spins a dark and
sexy new paranormal romance tale… He’s a man with a beast inside… Connor
Marrok never intended to work for the Seattle Para Unit. He’s not one of the good
guys—he’s a real monster, and the beast he carries doesn’t exactly play nicely. But
now he finds himself being blackmailed into a new assignment. It’s supposed to be
his last gig. His mission? Protect the beautiful Chloe Quick. Keep her alive. Destroy
her enemies. Easy enough…until he starts to fall for Chloe. She just wants to
escape. Chloe is tired of being a prisoner. She wants to get away from her Para
Unit guard and run fast into the night. So what if Connor is the sexiest guy she’s
ever met? Chloe knows trouble when she sees it, and Connor is one big, dangerous
package of trouble. But, when an obsessed werewolf begins stalking Chloe, she
realizes that her paranormal bodyguard may just be the one man she needs the
most. Their attraction is primal. Every moment that Chloe and Connor spend
together increases their attraction. Chloe has never felt a need so strong or a
desire so dark. The beast that Chloe carries inside has always been silent, but
Connor is stirring up her animal instincts. And as the danger and desire begin to
twist together, Chloe wonders just how far she’d be willing to go…in order to spend
one more night in Connor’s arms. CHARMING THE BEAST – Book 3 in the Purgatory
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Series The PURGATORY Series: THE WOLF WITHIN – Book One MARKED BY THE
VAMPIRE – Book Two CHARMING THE BEAST – Book Three DEAL WITH THE DEVIL –
Book Four (Available 6/9/15)

Love's Eternal Fire
New York Times and USA Today best-selling author Cynthia Eden continues her
"Bound" paranormal romance series withBOUND IN DEATH. She can’t remember
him… He can never forget her. For over two hundred years, alpha werewolf Alerac
O’Neill has been searching for his mate, Keira McDonough, a woman who was
taken from him and imprisoned by a dark vampire master. He’s hunted for her,
endlessly, using vampire blood to extend his life. He has become a vicious
predator, feared by all the supernaturals. His hold on reality seems to slip more
each day because he is consumed by her. Only…the woman he discovers in a
small Miami bar isn’t the Keira that he remembers. In fact, this woman doesn’t
remember anything. She calls herself Jane Smith, and she has no memory at all of
Alerac—or of her own past. Now that she’s been found, Alerac knows that his
enemies are going to start closing in on her. Jane may try to act human, but she’s
not. She’s a pureblood vampire princess, incredibly powerful and incredibly
valuable. His enemies want to use her, her enemies want to destroy her, and
Alerac—he just wants her. If he can’t make her remember him, then Alerac has to
seduce Jane into loving him once again. Because now that he’s found her, he’ll
fight hell—and every sadistic vampire that stalks the night—in order to keep her
safe at his side. Some bonds go deeper than the flesh. Some go beyond life.
Beyond death. Jane will soon learn that a werewolf’s claiming…is forever. Author's
Note: BOUND IN DEATH is a dark and sensual paranormal romance. It contains a
hot alpha wolf, a vampire heroine with no memory, and some dangerous killers.
Adult language and sexy situations are included. Total word count for BOUND IN
DEATH is 60,000. Cynthia Eden's BOUND books: BOUND BY BLOOD (Bound, Book
1) BOUND IN DARKNESS (Bound, Book 2) BOUND IN SIN (Bound, Book 3) BOUND BY
THE NIGHT (Bound, Book 4) BOUND IN DEATH (Bound, Book 5) Or you can
purchase the FOREVER BOUND anthology that includes: BOUND BY BLOOD, BOUND
IN DARKNESS, BOUND IN SIN, and BOUND BY THE NIGHT.

The Sceptre of Storms
Lady Isabella Seabrook fancies herself in love with Myles Fredrickson, Baron
Norwich. A love which began as a young girl and blossomed more and more with
each passing year. Her third Season is coming to an end and he has yet to declare
himself. Ever since his return from America, he has treated her differently. In order
to help her cause, her friend, Mr. Stuart Spencer, offers his support in helping to
make Myles Jealous. Stuart offers his services to Lady Bella in hopes that by
courting her, she will transfer her love for Myles to him. She may believe his
actions during their pretend courtship are false, but Stuart is determined to make it
real and win Bella’s heart. He realizes he is foolish, but when a man is in love, what
bloody else is he to do? Myles always believed he was destined to marry Lady
Bella. A trip abroad and a chance meeting with a mysterious woman changes all
that. Guilt plagues him on a daily basis over the love he feels for a woman he can
never have. Bella deserves someone who will love her above all others. Can he
ever be that man?
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Thye Quiver: An Illustrated Magazine
For the last fifteen years, vampire queen Iona has been dead to the world. Trapped
under the power of a brutal curse, she has been helpless. A prisoner, locked within
her own still body. Then alpha werewolf Jamie O'Connell fights his way to her side.
After defeating the guards that surround her, Jamie gives Iona his bloodand she
rises. The world has changed a great deal in the last fifteen years, and Iona has
changed, too. Once known as the Blood Queen because of her dark reputation, she
now finds herself longing for the blood of only one manonly he isn't just a man. She
wants the blood of her werewolf--Jamie's blood. But Iona doesn't realize that Jamie
has been keeping secrets from her. Very dark, dangerous secrets. And Iona may
have traded one curse for another. Now that he has Iona, Jamie vows to never let
her go. He needs his Blood Queen in order to defeat his enemy, he needs her to
make his own beast stronger, andhe just needs her. Jamie has risked his life to
claim Iona, and he won't let anything break their bond. Not time. Not spells. Not
even a wild and reckless vampire queen Warning: This is a hot vampire and
werewolf romance novellaso in this story, you will find danger, lust, adult language
and adult sexy times. The word count for this story is 31,000. BOUND BY THE
NIGHT is also available in the FOREVER BOUND anthology that is on sale for $2.99.
FOREVER BOUND includes all four BOUND novellas: BOUND BY BLOOD, BOUND IN
DARKNESS, BOUND IN SIN, and BOUND BY THE NIGHT.

Immortal Slumber
Their passionate affair ended in heartbreak when he left without warning. When he
returns unexpectedly, can their heat melt away the hurt of the past? Kashif Shadid
has always craved adventure. With one last chance to win the Iditarod dog sled
race before assuming his role as Sheikh, he’s returned to the Alaskan wilderness to
train at a legendary sled dog farm. But returning means coming face to face with
Kristy Cohen, the woman who captured his attention years ago. He’s thrilled once
again by her icy beauty, but her farm is facing financial ruin. Kashif’s eager to take
control, however, getting her to agree with his plans may be a challenge. Kristy
Cohen works hard to keep her sled dog farm afloat while raising her young
daughter. Faced with declining revenues and a changing climate, Kristy’s
struggling, but she’s not willing to turn her back on her business model. When
Kashif Shadid shows up out of the blue pushing her to make changes, Kristy’s
response is as cold as the Alaskan snow. She fell for tall, handsome Kashif once
before. After four years without a word from him, she won’t be making that
mistake again. This time, Kristy’s guarding more than just her heart. With her farm
and her daughter to consider, can she ever risk taking a chance on Kashif again?

Encyclopaedia of Religion and Ethics
Vampires. Werewolves. Beasts that hunt in the night. Step into Cynthia Eden's sexy
paranormal world and you'll meet an alpha werewolf who will risk everything for
the woman he lovesFor the first time, all of the BLOOD AND MOONLIGHT novels are
now available in one hot boxed set. BITE THE DUST – Book 1 When New Orleans
Detective Jane Hart investigates her first official homicide case, she never expects
to have her world ripped apart. But the murder she’s investigating is part of a
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deadly war between vampires and werewolves…and now Jane is caught in that
eternal battle. A battle that can’t end well. Werewolf Aidan Locke has been running
New Orleans for years. It’s his job to keep the vamps out of the city. But when a
Master Vampire comes to town, determined to unleash hell, Aidan knows it’s time
to fight with all the fury of his pack. Beast versus vamp, until the last breath. Then
he meets Jane… One look, one taste, and Aidan knows that Jane is far more than
she seems. Far more than she even knows herself to be. She’s important in the
paranormal war, not a pawn to be used, but a queen to be won. And if he can’t
keep her at his side, if he can’t stop the darkness from descending on the
town…then Jane Hart will become not just a fierce cop, not some guardian, but
something deadlier. Darker. Aidan will fight heaven and hell to change her fate. To
change their fate because he is more than just a predator. And Jane is more than
prey. Far more. BETTER OFF UNDEAD – Book 2 Detective Jane Hart is just getting
used to paranormal life in New Orleans. Monsters are real, and she’s the lucky cop
who has to deal with them on a daily basis. Werewolves, vampires, witches, and
demons—she has to face them all and keep their paranormal madness in check.
When a killer targets human men—and leaves their bodies scattered in local
cemeteries–Jane suspects she may be looking at the crimes of a werewolf gone
rogue. In order to hunt down the beast, Jane once again teams up with her
werewolf lover, alpha Aidan Locke. But Aidan has been keeping secrets from Jane,
dark secrets that will destroy her world. Because Jane isn’t the hunter on her latest
investigation. She’s the prey. And when a vampire attack leaves her helpless, the
woman that Jane was before will vanish. She’ll become the one thing she fears
most and Aidan… Her fierce lover may have to become her executioner. BITTER
BLOOD – Book 3 New Orleans detective Jane Hart is a vampire. She craves blood,
has supernatural strength, and when the mood hits her just right, she can grow
one killer pair of fangs. She never counted on being a vamp, but she also never
counted on falling hard for werewolf alpha Aidan Locke. Now she’s mated to the
wolf, and even though she’s living the undead life, Aidan refuses to leave her side.
But Jane is being watched, hunted…tested. And each deadly test that she faces
puts Jane—and the people she loves—in the path of a determined killer. She has to
find out who is setting her up, before it’s too late. Too late for Jane. Too late for
Aidan. Jane’s blood has infected Aidan and the wolf that lives within him is fighting
for survival. Each battle…each dark test that their enemy puts in their path…each
move slides Aidan closer to the edge. A darkness is growing inside of him. A
darkness that is slowly consuming the man he’s been… And leaving only the
monster behind.

And Wait for the Night
The armies of the Fallen One have invaded the Three Kingdoms. A traitor sits upon
the throne of Highmount. Malus, the Necrodragon, has been unleashed to lay
waste to Seythe. The only hope left is Sarah Bean. But she has disappeared. Will
she return and fulfil her destiny as the Living Flame? Or will she let the armies of
the Fallen One conquer Seythe and plunge it into the Age of the Shadow forever?

The Dreamer
USA TODAY bestselling author Kathryn Shay spent five years riding fire trucks with
a large city fire department, eating in their firehouses and interviewing hundreds of
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America's Bravest. Read the novels that resulted from her intense relationship with
firefighters! “Shay writes an emotion-packed story. With angst and some hot sex,
this dramatic tale also has a nice touch of humor.” RT Book Reviews Ian
Woodward, one of the firefighter heroes of the 9/11 terrorist attack, lost the use of
his legs on that horrific day. When Ian starts teaching at the Hidden Cove Fire
Academy, he finds meaning in his life again. But he vows never to accept the love
of beautiful Broadway star Lisel Loring—until a deluded fan starts stalking her.
Disgraced cop, Rick Ruscio becomes her bodyguard, but it’s his community service
at a local preschool, where he meets teacher Faith McPherson, that completely
turns his life upside down. Both men must deal with their issues and accept the
strong women who love them. "The talented Shay offers another heartwarming
tale of brave men and women." Booklist “I was profoundly moved by this book in a
way that I haven't often been moved by a romance novel. It speaks of redemption,
forgiveness and the transcendent healing power of love. I know that I will be
reading this one again. All About Romance

Bound by the Night
The Book of the Thousand Nights and a Night
Mortals never see me in their final moments. Isabel saw me. From the very
beginning. She saw me, knew me for the monster I am, and still she loved me. That
beautiful young woman with fire in her blood. I wanted her the moment I laid eyes
on her. She was perfect, made just for me by a cruel and merciless twist of Fate.
Isabel was my mate and my match in every way, but loving me destroyed her. Fate
stole my love from me, simply to watch me suffer. Oh, it had cost her, but not
nearly enough. A few dead Reapers were nothing compared to what I would do
when I found her. The River of the Dead could run red with the blood of the guilty,
and it would never be enough. My revenge would be a bitter-sweet thing, for it
would never bring my Isabel back to me. Once she faced Judgment, she would be
lost to me forever. I could not accept that. I would not. Author's note: Please be
aware that "Wings of Shadow" is book 2 of The Immortal Sorrows series, and
cannot be read as a stand-alone book. It is the continuation of Izzy's and Asher's
story, and takes place directly after the conclusion of book 1, "Wings of Darkness,"
which is available now, exclusively through Amazon. **Contains some violence and
strong language** **Recommended for ages 16+**

A Complete Concordance Or Verbal Index to Works, Phrases
and Passages in the Dramatic Works of Shakespeare
Bound in Death
Cynthia Eden invites you into the world of the Others--supernatural creatures who
are sexy, powerful, and more than human in every way. . . No one that deadly
should look that good. Hybrid demon Zane Wynter specializes in tracking the most
lethal criminals, whether human or Other. But Jana Carter is nothing like his
previous targets. She's an Ignitor, able to conjure and control fire. She's also sexy
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beyond belief--and used to playing dirty. . . Jana knows she's being set up. She
even knows who's responsible: Project Perseus, a secretive group that plans to rid
the world of paranormals by any means necessary. From Louisiana's sultry swamps
to its desolate cemeteries, Jana and Zane must race to destroy the mastermind
behind Perseus before their world goes up in flames--and with it, a desire that
burns too hot to resist. . . Praise for Eternal Hunter "A fast-paced, sexy thrill ride
you won't want to miss. . .It hooked me from the first page." --Christine Feehan
"Danger and excitement leap off every page." --Publishers Weekly (starred review)

The Bitter End
The Sheikh's Christmas Baby
Time to embrace your inner evil. Rose Kinley never intended to be one of the most
feared creatures to walk the earth. Once upon a time, she was a human—one who
fell in love with a mysterious stranger. But when she got caught in a paranormal
war, she lost her humanity and died…only to wake later as a vampire. Now Rose
has a choice. She can continue to try and be the good girl she once was or she can
let her darkness out to play. Maybe it’s finally time for her to step into the dark.
He’s the reason she’s undead. Panther shifter Julian Craig has a mission—protect
Rose at all costs. It’s his fault that she lost her human life, and he literally made a
deal with the devil so that she would have a second chance as a vampire. And as
part of that deal, he’s supposed to keep his hands off Rose. An impossible task
considering the dangerous lust he feels for her. When Rose is targeted by a
paranormal collector, Julian knows that he will have to let his own beast out if he is
to protect the only woman who ever touched his battered soul. Rose may be afraid
of the darkness she carries, but Julian is more than ready to show the world just
what kind of a monster he truly is. Julian isn’t afraid of the dark…but the monsters
that wait in the shadows? They will bow to him. He’ll show her just how good it can
feel…to be bad. The "Bad Things" Series: THE DEVIL IN DISGUISE - Book 1 ON THE
PROWL - Book 2 UNDEAD OR ALIVE - Book 3 BROKEN ANGEL (Coming December of
2016) - Book 4 Author's note: All books in this series are stand-alone titles.

Immortal Danger
Never Cry Wolf
Zoey Sanders is spending her senior year at a mysterious castle in Scotland that
she believes is haunted. The mystery deepens and she has strong speculations
that spirits are inhabiting her body at night when she dreams. As she tries to figure
out what is going on, two students fall into a deep coma. Something sinister is
happening and Zoey is determined to figure it out. She also vows to save the castle
spirits that desperately need her help.

Blood and Moonlight
It's night. Always night. Dreams guard against the evil forged by nightmares.
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Infinite shooting stars illuminate a moonless sky. A city stands alone, surrounded
by a darkened field. On its fringes, a man watches one star separate from the
masses and fall. What survives the crash will unveil a secret centuries long hidden.
Molly hasn't slept well since the night of her twenty-fourth birthday. Being struck
by lightning might have something to do with it, but then again, her chicken did
look a little undercooked at dinner. Whatever the culprit, her life quickly catapults
from mundane to insane as, night after night, Molly is transported through her
once dreamless sleep to a mysterious land illuminated by shooting stars. There she
meets the captivating but frustrating Dev, and together they discover Molly
possesses a power coveted by his people--the ability to conjure almost anything
she desires into existence. Seduced by the possibilities of this gift, Molly shifts her
attention from waking life toward the man, the magic, and the world found in her
dreams. But Molly must ask herself--does something truly exist if you only see it
when you close your eyes? Faced with the threat of losing everything--her job, best
friend, boyfriend, and most importantly, that little thing called her sanity--Molly will
learn just how far she'll go to uncover what is real and what is merely a figment of
her imagination.

The Night Operator
Two men named Merrick Delmar, separated by more than one thousand years. One
was the very first King of Isola di Squalo, and the other will be the next. Their lives
are so different, yet they are very much the same. Each struggles with the position
of authority into which he has been thrust. Neither feels qualified, and neither
knows where to go for help. What does it take to be a good King? Can one man do
it alone? Through struggle and storm, each will make a journey of self-discovery to
assess whether he truly can rule, involuntarily or not. Sometimes, the calm in the
eye of the storm must come from within.

Heart Of Stone
Enchanted Dreams "I dare you not to love a Cynthia Eden book!" --Larissa Ione Sandra "Dee" Daniels is
a vampire's worst nightmare. Sure, she couldn't get up to five-six in the highest
heels money can buy--not that she ever wears heels. But the monsters in her past
and the stake in her boot are enough to keep most bloodsuckers interested in
staying undead out of Baton Rouge. But there are changes afoot on her turf.
Rumors are a Born Master is in town--a vampire so powerful he can make the
streets run with blood. And a new face in Dee's dive bars and alleyways--Simon
Chase, a strong, sexy shadow with a haunted past of his own. Simon knows a lot
about the dark side of Dee's work. He knows even more about how to make her
body spark with desire. But the hot lust shimmering between them is only the
beginning. Because Simon also knows a secret that will change Dee's life--if she
can live long enough to uncover it. "Dee and her vampire lover are hot enough to
burn readers' fingers in this enthralling story." --RT Book Reviews, 4 Stars

The Lady Must Choose
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Rebel
For the past two weeks, boat delivery captain, Em Ridge, has been ferrying a wellknown TV conspiracy theorist around the waters of the Bermuda Triangle. She is
tired of his tales of reptilian governments, middle-earth civilizations, and of course,
all his theories about the Bermuda Triangle. Em just wants to finish up this
assignment, get paid, and head back home to Maine. But a chance sighting fi nds
them aboard a "ghost" sailboat. The salon is set neatly for supper, wine in the
glasses, pots on the stove, bread on the table and not a soul aboard. Worse, she
knows this boat. When a black cat slinks noiselessly around her feet, Em's alarm
hikes up to horror. Has someone purposely set this boat out here? Is it a warning?
To her? Finding this boat plunges Em into a decades old mystery that threatens not
only her, but her entire family. The Bitter End is the second book in the highly
acclaimed Em Ridge Mystery Series which began with Night Watch. The adventure
continues for widowed boat captain, Em Ridge.

The Quiver
Elyse Crawford's world turns upside down on her 18th birthday. She uncovers a
secret that will change how she views the world around her, and those closest to
her. She was raised believing her birth parents died in a car crash, until a vision
quest shows her the truth. She is the descendant of the first witch to ever take on
the Council and live to tell the tale, Seraphina Crawford. Now that her true heritage
is exposed, and she receives more power than any other, she is a target for those
who wish to take them from her. With the help of her friends, and her
protector/boyfriend, Chadwick Crain, Elyse will learn to use her gifts and hopefully
save her life. Completing the Blood Rite ritual is first and foremost. Once that is
done, whomever is after her must admit defeat. Or do they? This is the first book in
a five book series for YA readers.Other books in this series: Power SurgeCollision of
FateThe CovenantWant a more in depth view into the Crawford lineage? Check out
The Blood Rites Trilogy; Blood RitesTurning the StoneThe Fate's Seal

The Day Watch
All Jasmine wanted was a calm summer in Pine Bush. When she sees a UFO her
first night home from college, she is willing to brush it off as swamp gas reflected
off Venus, until two men arrive at her door to harass her into silence about a
picture she did not take. Soon she realizes Men in Black may be the least of her
worries and that ignoring the Grays and their plans for her will only embolden
them. If she doesn't figure out why she is so interesting to aliens, Men in Black, and
a mysterious man who seems to brush off harm, she may not have an autumn to
look forward to.

Deadly Fear
"It hooked me from the first page." --Christine Feehan Beware Of Each Other In a
hotbed of secrets like Baton Rouge, it's only natural Assistant DA Erin Jerome is
keeping a couple of her own. Like the fact she's not entirely human--she's Other,
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desperately trying to keep her supernatural strength under wraps. Or that she's
got a killer stalking her--an Other rogue set on "gifting" her bloody corpses, not to
mention nights lying awake in terror. But the bounty hunter on her new case is
about to change everything. Jude Donovan is a shapeshifter, and when the two are
near each other their hidden instincts are definitely awakened. Tracking a rogue
Other through half of Louisiana is hard enough without letting their wild sides come
out to play. . . "Cynthia's on my must-buy list." --New York Times bestselling author
Angie Fox

Involuntary Kings
“A wild, adventurous ride” into paranormal passion and suspense from the New
York Times bestselling author of Slay All Day (Angela Knight). Who needs an app
when you can pay in blood? Once, Maya Black was a badass cop patrolling the
streets of L.A. She still keeps the city safe, but these days her bad guys of choice
include demons, werewolves, and assorted nocturnal scum. Something Maya
knows a thing or two about. She’s a vampire—and not thrilled about it. Payback
meet bitch. Adam Brody hopes Maya is as dangerous as they say she is. He needs
her to help rescue his niece Cammie from a ruthless band of vamps, and he’s
willing to pay—in blood. Trusting her is another matter. Adam has never met a
vampire who doesn’t lie. Then again, he’s never met anyone like Maya, who fills
him with a desperate need that ignites into explosive, no-holds-barred encounters .
. . Praise for Cynthia Eden and Immortal Danger “Cynthia’s on my must-buy
list.”—Angie Fox, New York Times bestselling author “It’s hard to stand out in the
vampire genre, but Eden makes the cut. Maya and Adam are great characters, and
they’re terrific together. The suspense is pulse-pounding, the sex hot and Maya’s
fighting tactics are wickedly clever. There’s an abundance of paranormal
creatures, but each type comes with its own characteristics, the better to keep
things interesting.”—Romantic Times

The Fantastic Firefly Night
Convincing werewolf Lucas Simone, the leader of the most feared pack on the
West Coast, that she needs his protection, Sarah King, who is not quite as innocent
as she'd like Lucas to believe, must deny her attraction to this powerful creature
before he unleashes her own wild side.

The Testimony of the Heathen to the Truths of Holy Writ
King Henry VI, pt. 1-3. King Richard III
FBI Special Agent Monica Davenport has made a career out of profiling serial
killers. But getting inside the twisted minds of the sadistic has taken its toll: she's
walled herself off from the world. Yet Monica can't ignore fellow agent Luke Dante.
Original.

Eternal Flame
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It is said that the winner writes the history, but it's also true that the loser is free to
use fiction to present the case for the defeated. John William Corrington, a noted
Southern writer, published And Wait for the Night, his first novel, in 1964, near the
one hundredth anniversary of the end of the American Civil War. As the novel
begins, he describes the fall of Vicksburg, Mississippi to show the agony of the
defeat of the Army of the Confederate States by the overwhelming might of the
Federal Army. But And Wait for the Night is not primarily about the war. It is about
Reconstruction, the twelve-year occupation of the Confederate States that followed
their defeat. Corrington's dramatic example of this is the occupation of Shreveport,
Louisiana, by the arrogant uniformed Yankee conquerors, both white and black,
and their plundering civilian companions, the carpetbaggers. During the Civil War,
one out of every five Southern families lost a husband, father or son. Under
Reconstruction, the surviving Southerners found their Confederate money
worthless, their land taken for unpaid taxes, and their civil government replaced by
military fiat. And there was one further loss: the communal agreement that a
Southerner should live his life with honor. Without any hope of redress by day, the
survivors forgot their honor and responded by forming secret societies that waited
for the night to take vengeance against their oppressors. Major Edward Malcolm
Sentell, a paroled CSA officer, tires to maintain his honor but finds himself despised
by his fellow Southerners and helpless to stop the looming conflict between them
and the occupying Federal forces.

Nothing More To Lose
Night Shadows A Rebekah McCabe Mystery When Caroline England first walked
into her office with a wild tale of being followed and feeling that someone had
targeted her for murder, Rebekah McCabe really didn't believe her. But the money
was real enough and there was enough of it to make her a believer, at least long
enough to investigate. Caroline was a hostess at Club Prana, a five level nightclub
featuring everything from hip-hop to reggae. The night before she had nearly been
shoved over a balcony rail. Could it have been an accident? That's what Rebekah
wants to find out. But before she can, her client is dead and Rebekah has a
concussion. The cops tell her to let it go, but Rebekah feels she owes her dead
client and won't. Because there is still a killer out there, lurking in the Night
Shadows? Move over Decker and Marlow! Bill Craig is bringing Rebekah McCabe to
the world. She's sexy, tough as nails, and nobody's baby. Night Shadows is a tale
of a wrongful death and one woman's determination to make it right. --JB Kohl, coauthor of Over Their Heads

Wings of Shadow
The Coast of Ireland 872 A.D. Tomas was a Viking. An accomplished warrior, a
seasoned sailor and the son of Sjurd head of one of the largest clans in his home of
Norway. He'd many fine talents, most women could attest to them in bed. He'd left
Norway on a long ship heading for the coast of a rich lush country called Ireland.
Shauna heard from others along the coast about the invasions. Men, some said as
tall as trees, came in long boats, killing, raping and taking land that didn't belong
to them. Shauna cringed; her beloved home was the next kingdom along the coast
that was in danger of attack by these marauders. A beautiful, green-eyed black
haired beauty Shauna vowed to protect her home, only to fall prey to Tomas's
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handsome face and warrior body. At first he treats Shauna with indifference,
ignoring her beauty and punishing her for her disobedience. He keeps her a
prisoner in his bed his need for her insatiable. And still she refuses to surrender
herself to him completely, fighting him at every turn. Tomas fights his need and his
desire for Shauna but succumbs to it every night. He burns for her, craves her, as
no woman before her. He surrenders to her will, falling deeply in love. Shauna's
love for him flourishes and burns deep, promising him a love that is eternal, and
born of fire. It will be a fire that will consume them both, and erupt into a deep and
eternal love.

Caught in the Flame of Love
Charming The Beast
He opened the door to go when she called him back. Just wait and help me to do
the button for me. He won a jackpot at this invitation. At least to see the vital parts
of her that he scarcely filmed when she was asleep. She managed to wear her jean
trousers one leg, but could not force the other as her injury hurt her so badly. She
beckoned on him for assistance and happily he stalked closer to her.“Help me first
with the bra thing behind she has tried it to hook it, but cannot help to fasten its
buttons behind. Federich dropped her injured leg down. She turned her back to him
and flipped her braided hair to uncover the lock of the bra. But his hands were
shaky and gradually he was overpowered by the bidding of flesh. From behind he
cupped her breast closing his eyes tightly and waiting for hell to descend upon
him.“Okay, is that what you want?”“You're hurting me, Federich” He ignored her
razzmatazz and mauled her breasts harder. She gasped with pleasure and pain at
the same time. She decided to fight insanity than succumbing to the bidding of the
flesh.“Federich?”“Federich, you've to stop this”“I can't have sex with you, of
course you know it. Please, don't take advantage of my situation”“Federich?” He
continued to squeeze her breasts. He'd kissed her neck, back and caressed her
body ravishingly. The bra fell off and she was spotting her tight –body bum short
and have her one leg in the jean trousers. Federich was licking her body like a
hungry puppy starved of the mother's milk for ages.He crawled up to bit the tit of
her erected nipples. She pulled all her strength with killing determination and
slammed him with a deadly blow and he went backward and smashes his skull at
the edge of the bed. He jerks up and down, blood oozed from his month and he
convulsed for few seconds and …….

Artificial Gods
A grandmother shares an unforgettable memory and treasured experience with
her granddaughter on a summer evening.

Eternal Hunter
A New and Complete Concordance Or Verbal Index to Words,
Phrases, & Passages in the Dramatic Works of Shakespeare
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V. 12 contains: The ArcherChristmas, 1877.

The Complaint
The second installment of the phenomenal Russian quartet The Night Watch
vampire novels set in a richly realized post-Soviet Moscow. The second book in the
internationally bestselling fantasy series, The Day Watch begins where The Night
Watch left off, set in a modern-day Moscow where the 1,000-year-old treaty
between Light and Dark maintains its uneasy balance through careful vigilance
from the Others. The forces of darkness keep an eye during the day, the Day
Watch, while the agents of Light monitor the nighttime. Very senior Others called
the Inquisitors are the impartial judges insisting on the essential compact. When a
very potent artifact is stolen from them, the consequences are dire and drastic for
all sides. The Day Watch introduces the perspective of the Dark Ones, told in part
by a young witch who bolsters her evil power by leeching fear from children’s
nightmares as a counselor at a girls’ summer camp. When she falls in love with a
handsome young Light One, the balance is threatened and a death must be
avenged. The Day Watch is replete with the thrilling action and intricate plotting of
the first tale, fuelled by cunning, cruelty, violence, and magic. It is a fast paced,
darkly humorous, haunting world that will take root in the shadows of your mind
and live there forever. From the Trade Paperback edition.
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